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enraged the Republican party who met to   express   their
disapproval of these Acts and passed the famous Virginia
and Kentucky Resolutions which    expressed the view that
every state had a right to nullify within its boundaries
such acts of the    federal   government,  as were,   in its
opinion,  in  excess of tho powers of the Congress.    The
opponents, the   federalists, on the   other   hand,   insisted
that the sole authority to decide   the   unconstitutionality
o£   any   act of  the   Congress   and   to   check   it   from
going   beyond   its   specified   powers was   the   Supreme
Court.   The situation was for the time being saved by the
repeal of the Allen and Sedition Acts.   But again in the
year 1812 when war broke out the states of New England,
which were opposed to the   war,    threatened to    go out
of   the   federation and   proposed resolutions    affirming
the rights of individual states to  nullify those acts of the
Congress to which they were opposed.   Again in the year
1828 the Congress imposed tariff which adversely affected
the interests of the  people of   South Carolina who not
finding supporters in other   states   contented  themselves
by invalidating the  tariff  in  their  state.      This  action
seemed to precipitate the issue of the secession of states but
the Congress   passed a   compromising resolution  which
postponed the issue.
It was the recurrence of these conflicts of interests that
brought forward the two opposing theories of Calhoun
and Webster. Calhoun advocated the right of a state to
nullify within its borders any acts of the Congress and also
defended the right of a state even to go out of the Union,
Although he did not actually advocate this right o£
secession yet his preachings went very far in actuating
the Souther%States in 1861 to revolt against the authority
of the Central G-overment. Calhoun held that the states
had entered into the compact of federation to vest the
federal government with the authority of exercising certain

